STITCH & TEX EXPO - AFRICA EDITION, renowned as “Africa’s No. 1 Trade Fair for textile industries”, is overwhelmingly gathering Over 1200 exhibitors from more than 40 countries; with almost 90% of the available space already booked.

STITCH & TEX EXPO - AFRICA EDITION will occupy a space of 50,000 m² of exhibition space, and more than 40,000 trade visitors, delegates and buyers from all over the African continent are expected to attend the event.

STITCH & TEX EXPO - AFRICA EDITION; will feature the new concept of organizing two consecutive trade fairs; The first trade fair is dedicated to garment processing technologies including Sewing, Embroidery, Fabrics and their Accessories; While the second is dedicated to textile processing technologies including Weaving, Spinning, Knitting, and Dyeing Machinery, Technologies and Spare Parts; The two events are held under the giant brand STITCH & TEX EXPO - AFRICA EDITION; and will be held in the prestigious venue Cairo International Conventions and Exhibitions Center- Egypt during the period 27 February - 1 March 2020 and 5 - 8 March 2020 successively.
For eight days, the brightest minds of the textiles technologies business will meet in Cairo to demonstrate the latest industrial know-hows; discuss up-to-date tendencies and set the perception for the future. STITCH & TEX EXPO - AFRICA EDITION calls attention to its superior ranking not only through its prominence with the global industry but also by addressing the current challenges being the performance scale for the entire value chain of the African textile industries.

Bustling, energetic and wide-ranging, STITCH & TEX EXPO - AFRICA EDITION is a premium multi-format event with a distinct commercial and business identity; where cutting-edge technologies, products, services and turnkey solutions are provided by global strategic players and technology makers to serve the ever-growing evolving textile markets of Africa.

Launching innovative technologies as drivers of prosperity for productive textiles sectors' on the local, regional and international scales; STITCH & TEX EXPO - AFRICA EDITION creates a pathway for the world’s top technology makers to access not only one market; but a bunch of well-off markets at a time.

The must-attend STITCH & TEX EXPO - AFRICA EDITION grants advanced quality context; providing extensive competition scope, non-stop business frameworks, broad media coverage and cross-industry knowledge transfer.